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Completing the project on time and within 
budget minimizes costs. Reducing the design 
cycle generates higher profits due to shorter 
time to market which in turn extends the prod-
uct life cycle.

Design for profit (DFP) typically eliminates 
inefficiency in the traditional design process. 
Reducing part count and simplifying assembly 
results in lower cost, better quality and higher 
profits, all delivered before manufacture begins. 
DFP also encompasses design for manufactur-
ability (DFM). DFM is the practice of designing 
board products that can be produced in a cost-
effective manner using existing manufacturing 
processes and equipment.

DFP is gaining more recognition as it be-
comes clear that the cost reduction of printed 
circuit assemblies cannot be controlled by man-
ufacturing engineers alone. The PCB designer 
now plays a critical role in cost reduction.

However, as we grow as PCB designers our 
focus changes from basic considerations to 
more complex system level initiatives. PCB de-

signers require attention to detail, an artistic tal-
ent, the capacity to accept change and the abil-
ity to deliver on time under constant pressure. 
Also, the requirements for a PCB design can 
vary considerable from one design to another. 
However, attributes that increase profit are self-
taught and require time to develop.

by Barry Olney  
    

BEYOND DESIGN

Designers Take Control: 
Design for Profit
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It helps to understand the three levels of the 
PCB designer:

1. The PCB Schematic and Layout Designer
I guess this is where we all first started many 

years ago. His focus is on a single event: the 
current product and the ability to design at the 
technology level involved in the project. He 
uses features within the tools to enhance the 
design. He takes price of components into ac-
count in order to reduce the total price of the 
build. He absorbs information such as design 
rules and best practices to constantly improve 
his skills. 

At this level of knowledge, the 
enhancements that can be made to 
the design include basic setup costs:

   
   Consistency encourages good 
   design practice and 
   streamlines design
  

   clearance, via type and 
   complexity 4/4 technology 
   and through-hole vias are 
   cheaper than 3/3 and 
   microvias
     

   layers and the fewer number 
   of core materials the cheaper 
   the fabrication
     

   below 8 mils will incur more 
   cost
   

   copper is cheaper but there 
   are trade-offs between cost 
   and reliability
   

   apertures improves production 
   yields

2. The PCB Specialist
This guy manages other PCB designers, or 

runs his own business, and has years of experi-
ence. He has a business agenda and focuses on 
the overall costs of development and manufac-
ture and the benefits he can deliver from a stra-
tegic point.

The PCB specialist’s interest lies in the de-
velopment, fabrication, assembly and testing 
processes. He improves the process by reusing 
existing design snippets, standardizing library 
components, to reduce stock holding costs, pan-
elizes boards for mass production and schedules 
delivery times to work in with the requirements 
of the testing and manufacturing sectors.

The PCB specialist reduces overall cost by 
employing the following:

      
   saves time and adds confidence

   
   form factor: Standardizes jigs 
   to reduce production, 
   assembly and testing costs
    

   the movement of test points 
   during revisions 
   

   correct materials for 
   performance and price
  

   Ensures symmetry which 
   reduces wrapping during both 
   fabrication and reflow
   

   components and values: 
   Reduces stock holding costs 
   and assembly setup time
  

   Selects packages that produce 
   higher yields and reduce size
   

   off-shore manufacture: 
   Higher volume—the less 
   the cost
    

   Plans the delivery to scheduled 
   production

3. The PCB Design Advisor
The PCB design advisor is a design con-

sultant who advises others on the best pos-
sible outcome for the project. He works at the 
executive level to add value and profit to the  
solution. He focuses on the overall product  
reliability, system integrity and the solution 
space from concept to final market deployment. 

beyond design

DESIGNERS TAKE CONTROL: DESIGN FOR PROFIT continues
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beyond design

His insight into development is profit making 
at the competitive level. He controls time to 
market, competitive advantage and the market 
window.

The PCB design advisor leverages the follow-
ing:

    
   entire product environment, heat flow, 
   EMI, etc.
    

   and timing analysis to improve product 
   reliability
     

   PDN, signal integrity, crosstalk and EMI
     

   use, speed and functionality
     

   time
       

   the market longer to increase profits

Allow me to put on my marketing hat for a 
moment. If we are designing a computer-based 
consumer product, then the market window 
(time to sell the product) is probably about 
one year. Let’s say that the design fails to work 
properly—or at all—on the first build. The next 

iteration of the board will typically take three 
months, delaying the time to market by one-
quarter of its life cycle. If the sales department 
expects to make $10 million on this product 
during its projected life, then the profit is re-
duced by $2.5 million (not to mention the re-
design costs).  This is where the PCB design ad-
visor comes in.

Having the project completed on time and 
within budget means that costs are cut by re-
ducing the design cycle and generating higher 
profits due to shorter time to market and an ex-
tended product life cycle. 

Price and cost are two different things. The 
price paid to develop the product is an invest-
ment—not a cost. But, it is important to re-
member what it costs if things go wrong. For 
each day, week or month that the project is 
delayed, costs not only in additional labor but 
also in lost opportunity in getting you product 
to market.

In a previous column, Intro to Board-Level 
Simulation and the PCB Design Process, I men-
tioned that the cost of development is dramati-
cally reduced if simulation is employed during 
the design cycle. If changes are made late in the 
design process, then it takes more time, people, 
material and therefore money to complete the 

project. The advan-
tage of board level 
simulation is that 
it identifies issues 
early in the design 
process and recti-
fies them before 
they become a ma-
jor problem. 

As can be seen 
from the graph in 
Figure 2, design 
changes that occur 
in the conceptual 
stage cost nothing; 
during the design 
stage requires just 
a little extra time, 
and during the test 
stage means that 
you have to go 
back one stage and          
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redesign. And during production, or—worse 
still—in the field, it can cost millions to fix and 
possibly damage your company’s reputation.

However, using board-level simulation cuts 
costs: A pre-layout simulation identifies issues 
in the conceptual stage so that they can eas-
ily be avoided. And, the post-layout simula-
tion catches the issues during the design pro-
cess eliminating the potentially disastrous final 
stage changes. Of course, we also need to keep 
our eye on the ball during the entire design pro-
cess catching any small issue before it becomes 
a major problem. 

The PCB design advisor adds value and prof-
it at many levels by performing reliability and 
system integrity checks before and during the 
design process:

1. Plans the board stackup from the begin-
ning, ensuring that both single-ended and dif-
ferential impedances conform to the technolo-
gy requirements. And, ensures that the selected 
materials are available from the chosen fabrica-
tion shop—this step is regularly missed.

2. Ensures that there is a stable power deliv-
ery system. Power distribution network (PDN) 
analysis, of all supplies, ensures that the AC im-
pedance is low over the entire spectrum. The 
PDN design is also a very important part of the 
conceptual design process that is often over-
looked.

3. Performs a pre-layout simulation to cal-
culate placement and routing constraints. Pre-
layout simulation allows the designer to predict 
and eliminate signal integrity, crosstalk and 
EMC issues early in the design process. This is 
the most cost-effective way to design a board 
with fewer iterations rather than starting with 
the post-layout simulation.

4. Ensures that the correct design rules, 
based on simulation, are set up prior to place-
ment and routing. Design rules should be de-
fined and attached to critical nets in the sche-
matic. This allows the engineer to transfer his 
desired intent, with regard to placement and 
routing, to the PCB designer without the infor-
mation being lost in the process.

5. Performs a post-layout simulation to 
ensure the timing is to spec. Simulates trou-
ble spots identified by the batch analysis in 

order to further resolve the issues with greater 
accuracy.

You are not just a PCB designer: You need 
to add value to each design and continue to  
increase profit for your employer. A good PCB 
designer prevents rather than reacts to prob-
lems.

Points to remember:
        

   cost reduction
       

   PCB layout designer, PCB specialist 
   and PCB design advisor
      

   and within budget, means that costs are 
   cut by reducing the design cycle and 
   generating higher profits due to shorter 
   time to market and an extended product 
   life cycle 
      

   reduced if simulation is employed during 
   the design cycle
       

   profit, at many levels, by performing 
   reliability and system integrity checks 
   before and during the design process
      

   than reacts to problems  PCBDESIGN
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